WEB-PAGE
Link: wix.com
Loggin: ach046@post.uit.no
Password: jivgu6-vajfoj-wUcjem
By using logging and password you can go to editor and make any changes you’d like. Unfortunatly, we didn’t have
enough pictures to fill everything entirely, but it can be changes easily and here’s how to do it.

For managing pages, here’s a meny, where it can be done,
you can show/hide the pages in the menu or on the
web-page in general. It also navigates you from one
page to another.

For additing pictures you need to go the left side meny and add pictures, before adding any of them, you
have to upload them and then choose from your library.

You can link any element (text; picture, etc. by
creating a hyperlink as shown on screenshot.
As well in this menu you can find other editing tools
where you can change font, colors, design, etc.

On the top left corner you can go to the second variation
(norwegian version) here everything has to be translated
manually; for doing so you have to bring your courser on
the element and press translate.

After any changes it’s strongly recomended to save
manually (it does automaticaly, but sometimes
it can lag).

Web-page can be published, to see how
it works, but until subscribing, it can’t be
transfered to original domain (kulturpilot.no).
As well as some other things can’t be done
(e.g. online payments in the shop). Here
you can find how to do it and subscribe to
the buisness account if you liked the web-page
and want to continue with it. And for everything
you need; basic account will be enough.

If you have subscribed to a business account you would be able to connect to your domain and here’s how on the
screenshot and use google analitics to be easily foun d on google and manage your statistics more acurate.

For any help, I will be avialable; you can contact me via mail or facebook.
Arkady Chakhalyan or arkadychakhalyan@gmail.com

STAKEHOLDERS
Teatromoska
Description on partnership: theatre group in Sintra, Portugal, that makes audio performances. FIRST an
artistic residency with 3 people of our team for at least 1 week in the location, with access to people, places,
monuments, buildings that we would choose together and some that we would discover on site - where we would
do recordings, measurements, mapping, videos, gather information...; SECOND, during the next 2 months, we
would build the whole text and choose all the materials we would use and the places we would visit and the paths
we would take on the ground; THIRD, we would need to record the voices that will guide the spectators - we
would prefer to record in the local language, Norwegian, and for that we would need to find a Norwegian
actor/actress and make him/her come to Portugal to do the recordings in our place for 2 or 3 days; FOURTH
in the following 2 months we would do all the editing and prepare a sketch of the performance and travel to the
location to do rehearsals for 3 or 4 days with a team of 2 people from our team and then return to Portugal to do
all the changes we would need to do; FIFTH we would travel to the location 3 days prior to the performance to
prepare everything and do the final rehearsals and then perform.
- after all of this process, the audiowalk would be delievered to you so that you could use it as you would like to.
But you would have to take in consideration the rules that would be defined in the process. Nothing special.
The copyright would be given to you.
What has been already achieved: they are awaiting for contract to sign and discuss the final details and talk
directly to the organization.
Contacts: Pedro Alves +351963403255 ; teatromosca@gmail.com

Kuenstlerhaus Lukas
Description on partnership: artist colony in Germany, part of Euroart; interested in artist exchange on regular
bases.
What has been already achieved: unfortunatly, it was not enough time to negotiate properly, but we got first
contact and they were interested in creating an exchange withing Vardo. Exchange between their artist and
norwigians. We started talking on details, they needed a free space to live (which kulturpilot already have) and as
how they usually do, artist on achange get 1000 euro a month as a scholorship, which can be funding by any
organization/goverment. Since we had not achieved anything else, we cannot provide any other information,
but the project can be interesing for both parties, so making further contact can take Vardo to another level
and in the end put town on Euroart artist map.
Contacts: Mrs. Creutzburg post@kuenstlerhaus-Lukas.de

ARTISTS
Workshop from an Finish artist
Alexsandra Borisova
Description on partnership: artist from Finland, who is ready to give a workshop on using art as therapy;
she wants to hold workshops about open source software which might be beneficial for teenagers, who want to
develop themselves in the art sphere.
What has been already achieved: she is ready to come, she needs just a place to stay for free and a place to
handle her workshop; waiting for the dates when she can come and some smaller details.
Contacts: borisova.alexandra.a@gmail.com ; +358452520333

List of artists from Karelia and Petrazovodsk
Valery Koshelev's email: kovaler@sampo.ru – speaks English; representative of the union of artists in Karelia.
Permyakova Margarita +79114095494
Zorina Viktoriya +79637444784
Kosheleva Natal'ya +79114122446
Peregorodina Irina +79214576070
Kapnin Vladimir +79210155196
Ivanov Georgiy +79217289982
Koshelev Valeriy +79114122444
Examples of their works:

EXTRA INFORMATION
Lapland University of Applied Sciences
University is willing to promote Vardos Kulturpilot and artist exchange opportunities on March 2020 in
their International week. Good commercial material is needed.
https://www.lapinamk.fi/fi/Opiskelijalle/Kansainvalinen-toiminta/international-week
“The International Week of Lapland UAS will take place from 24 February until 28 February 2020.
By participating in our International Week, you´ll have opportunity to meet colleagues from around the globe.
Network, teach and plan future in the Nordic atmosphere. In addition, during the International
Week you can experience the nature of the cold but beautiful winter in Lapland.”
Contacts: Sanna Juotasniemi, coordinator, international services, international@lapinamk.fi +358 40 550 7443

